Managing pleasures and harms: An ethnographic study of drug consumption in public spaces, homes and drug consumption rooms
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ABSTRACT Drug consumption rooms (DCR) aim to facilitate consumption in hygienic and safe conditions. However, users also consume drugs in public spaces and homes generating incremental risk for health. To strengthen our understanding of consumption practices, we conducted an ethnographic study in different consumption locations in Barcelona, including DCRs, public spaces, and homes. Focusing on consumption practices and narratives, we conducted participant observation and interviewed 16 DCR users. Our findings show that different consumption spaces allow users to experiment different types of pleasures. In addition, consumption in each type of location is associated with various types of harms, which are managed by users by self-regulating their practices. These aspects, therefore, must be taken into account to design harm reduction action aligned with users’ practices.
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RESUMEN Las salas de consumo higiénico (SCH) son espacios para consumir drogas en condiciones higiénicas y seguras. Sin embargo, los usuarios alternan sus prácticas de consumo en vía pública y viviendas, entornos que conllevan mayores riesgos a la salud. Para comprender mejor este problema, se realizó un estudio etnográfico en diferentes espacios de consumo de Barcelona, incluyendo SCH, vía pública y viviendas. Centrándonos en los discursos y prácticas de consumo, se recogieron datos mediante la observación participante y entrevistas semiestructuradas a 16 usuarios de las SCH. Los resultados muestran que, en los diferentes espacios de consumo, los usuarios experimentan varios tipos de placer. Además, estos espacios están asociados a diversos daños, los cuales son gestionados por los usuarios autorregulando sus prácticas. Estos aspectos, por lo tanto, deben tenerse en cuenta para diseñar acciones de reducción de daños adaptadas a las necesidades de los usuarios.
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INTRODUCTION

Starting in the early 2000s, drug dependence attention departments reporting to public health agencies in Barcelona and in Catalonia have coordinated, planned, and put forward guidelines to strengthen network programs focused on harm reduction, targeted at drug users who resort to parenteral and pulmonary routes of administration. Specifically, needle-exchange programs (NEP) have increased, as spaces to supply needles and other elements for hygienic consumption involving parenteral and pulmonary routes, and to provide health and social services to users, as well as methadone maintenance treatments (MMT), to decrease consumption of illegal opiates/opioids, to reduce incidence due to HIV and Hepatitis B and C infection, to reduce drug overdose deaths, to decrease criminal activities, and to improve users’ quality of life. Both programs have diversified, mainly in Barcelona metropolitan area, into pharmacies, mobile units, and centers dealing with medical care and follow-up monitoring of drug users, to improve drugs users’ access to these services and to have their needs covered.

Furthermore, as an integral part of the harm reduction policy, drug consumption rooms (DCR) were set up as places to use substances submitted to supervision (heroin and cocaine), obtained from the illegal market, where users are guaranteed a hygienic place and material for consumption, the required supervision and professional assistance in case of overdose or other complications, and the promotion of healthy habits to shorten morbidity and mortality rates due to drug abuse. Thanks to these DCRs, users are given the chance to receive social and health attention services, and they also have “Drop-in” zones to take care of their basic hygiene, eating, and rest needs. Furthermore, these rooms are facilities that improve public policy interests, by reducing community conflicts, law violations due to drug abuse in public, and the number of needles and other paraphernalia left behind in public places.

In Catalonia the first DCR was set up in 2001 within an “open drug use scene” for drug abuse located in a slum area in Barcelona, where most drug users in the city would gather. The demolition of this neighborhood, in 2004, caused the scattering of users across the city, which led municipal experts in charge to open new DCRs in different districts within the city, and to integrate them into drug dependence attention centers that were already operating, located near selling zones and drug consumption. At present, there are 13 DCRs in Catalonia, out of which 11 are incorporated into harm reduction centers while 2 are integrated into mobile units and, regarding drug consumption, 11 are destined for parenteral route consumption and two for pulmonary route administration. In the last report released in 2017 by the data system on drug dependence in Catalonia, the total number recorded for DCR users amounted to 3,176 while a total of 124,711 accounted for consumptions, out of which 112,777 were related to routes of parenteral administration, 8,466 to routes of pulmonary administration, and 3,468 to intranasal drug administration, with no records for drug overdose deaths.

More than 80% DCR users are male, and their ages range mainly from 30 to 40 years, more than 40% are immigrants, who present a prevalence of HIV exceeding 30%, 70% for HCV, and about 30% having HIV and HCV coinfection. In general, it is a population with low levels of education, low labor market linkage, and they carry out illegal activities as their source of income, which result in problems with the criminal justice system. In recent studies, differing features among users are noted, based on consumption intensity, health and social conditions, and adherence to DCRs. In one research study on the impact out of frequent attendance to DCRs in relation to drug consumption in public spaces, infection risks, drug overdose, and access to drug dependence attention services, it was found that 20% of drug users were “frequent” and had 61% lower chances for drug consumption in public spaces taking into account the risks involved. Consequently, they were six times more likely to discard used needles in...
safe places and they had twice the chance of having access to drug dependence attention services than attendees with “medium” and “low” frequency. Furthermore, the proportion of homeless participants was higher among “frequent” users than in those with “medium” and “low” frequency; therefore, as they did not have a safe place to take drugs, they would be more willing to use DCRs regularly. An ethnographic study provided evidence of different lifestyles among DCR users in Barcelona.

Among usual DCR goers, users with a severe consumption patterns were identified who would also take drugs in public spaces and homes, who had remarkable physical deterioration, and who did not accomplish drug abuse follow-ups. Other users had less severe consumption patterns, with strong adherence to DCRs, accomplishing health and social follow-ups. Among users that occasionally used DCRs, those attending the rooms for consumption in their daily routine stood out, with low adherence to drug dependence follow-ups, being characterized as not devoting their daily routine to consumption but dedicating time to their families, work or other activities, while there was another group of users with strong physical deterioration, undergoing drug abuse treatments, who attended DCRs on scheduled days to use drugs.

In this way, although evidence show that DCRs can contribute to improving users’ health and social conditions, consumption still occurs in clandestine and unhealthy public spaces and homes that play an important role in the ritualistic use of substances, where high risks and social and health harm are experienced. This fact heightens the need to understand, from the users’ perspective, those experiences and practices related to drug consumption, as well as self-care strategies that are used in different consumption spaces. Delving into these aspects will allow us to comprehend the reasons and experiences concerning consumption in different settings, as well as users’ self-care in different situations, thus grasping key elements to design more effective harm reduction strategies. To this end, this article has adopted the model of “risk environments” developed by Rhodes, whereby consumption harms are caused as a result of social, structural, but also political and economic factors, which create inequalities and vulnerabilities in the interactions among drug users and consumption settings. Following this approach, apart from giving priority to social determinants in health, special attention will be focused on managing prevention and consumption practices among drug users in different risk environments.

This perspective will allow us to understand risk management as the ability of objectivizing events with the aim of making them governable in several contexts, thus obtaining positive experiences for one’s own well-being. Through management, drug users take part in various consumption settings, by making decisions according to available material, social, and cultural conditions, which define their different lifestyles. In varying ways, they acquire skills and practices to experience pleasures and protect themselves against potential harms deriving from drug abuse in certain situations. In particular, they carry out activities in which risk is put at stake, as a process of mediation in decisions that may have positive consequences, in the form of pleasures, or negative consequences, in the form of harms. Specifically, pleasures result from an optimal combination among such effects that are expected from substances, the physiological aspect, the ways of relating to one another, and attraction and engagement to the consumption setting. Harms are accepted among users as adverse consequences toward their health (transmission of blood borne infections, overdose, substance withdrawal syndrome, among others), as well as discrimination and stigmatization processes within prohibitionism. Following such an equation, danger acts as an unwanted effect that cannot be controlled by drug users, which can be handled by taking harm reduction actions.

This article is just one part of a larger project entitled “Register for the room!: Socio-cultural epidemiology of drug abuse and evaluation of harm reduction policies in drug
consumption rooms located in Barcelona”[^26] Related to that research, two previous studies were conducted before this work, one on the “Lifestyles of drug consumption rooms’ users in Barcelona”[^14] and another one on “Nursing care for cocaine withdrawal syndrome in users attending drug consumption rooms in Barcelona”[^27] This article is based on the same sample of participants that took part in the larger project; however, the question, objectives, hypothesis, and methodology differ from the works already published.

The goal of this article is to analyze and compare consumption practices and narratives among drug users that use substances in homes, public spaces and DCRs. To achieve this, a micro analysis is carried out to delve into the dynamics ruling consumption in different settings, with the aim of identifying key aspects to modify social conditions and to promote community interventions that should reduce suffering and vulnerability among drug users undergoing social exclusion. In this way, our purpose was to better understand such pleasures that lead users to take drugs in a particular place and the harms sustained in the different situations, as well as self-care strategies applied by users to self-regulate risks in each case. The knowledge contributed by this analysis will be relevant to design harm reduction policies that will be better tailored to suit users’ needs.

**METHODOLOGY**

We conducted a qualitative study with an ethnographic approach, since it is a method that enables contact with reality and direct interaction with drug users in their daily routines.[^28][^29][^30][^31] This approach made it possible to deeply understand drug users’ consumption narratives and practices, facilitating a contrast of information and observation on pleasures and harms that they experience as well as harm reduction methods that are part of different consumption spaces. This research was conducted between 2012 and 2016 in five drug abuse attention centers with DCRs in Barcelona (Table 1) and its surroundings (public spaces), located in three zones, with heavy drug dealing, which are visited by the highest number of drug users from this metropolitan area.

Recruitment of all the participants in this study was performed during the phase of familiarization with the different observation environments. A qualitative and theoretical sampling was generated.[^33] During field work a hundred of users who resort to parenteral and pulmonary drug administration were contacted, in a direct way and by means of the “snowball sampling technique,”[^34] through users and professionals, and we conducted formal interviews with 16 drug users. The sample of participants included 9 men, 5 women, and 2 transsexuals aged between 30 and 50 years, out of whom 6 were heroin users, three were cocaine dependents, while 7 used both substances; besides, 12 were parenteral drug users, 3 were parenteral and pulmonary drug users, and 1 was a pulmonary drug user. Regarding blood-borne transmission infections, 8 had HIV and HCV coinfec-tion, 3 were infected with HCV, 1 with HIV, and 4 reported no infections. Out of the 16 participants, 11 were undergoing opiate substitution treatment.

Data was collected through participant observation and semi-structured interviews. Participant observation involves observation and participation establishing an engagement/separation relationship that is built following field work logics.[^35] To that end, we interacted with DCR users in the different areas of the facilities. For instance, observations were made and interaction with users was established during their nursing consultations, at the needle-exchange spots, and in consumption spaces; we attended overdose...
prevention workshops; we had conversations with users at the time they started consumption in the DCRs or when exchanging consumption material during the needle-exchange programs, and we got into contact with users at the time they started consumption in the DCRs or when exchanging consumption material during the needle-exchange programs, and we got into contact with them in the “Drop-in” zones (rest areas), needle-exchange programs or DCRs to invite them to take part in interviews. In addition, observations were made in public spaces, near the DCRs, in order to learn about consumption practices and narratives of those users that do not always rely on these facilities. To achieve this, we accompanied outreach educators that are in charge of community intervention and visit consumption spaces for the collection of already used needles, observing consumption practices in public spaces (porches, open spaces, among others), and starting a conversation with drugs users. These sessions were registered on a daily field journal to describe facts, events, places, and individuals, as well as interpreting the researcher’s impressions and reflections.\textsuperscript{[36]} The total number of sessions was 259, written up in 1,928 pages of the daily field journal.

Through semi-structured interviews\textsuperscript{[37,38]} specific information was obtained on consumption practices, representations, and related narratives, in a relatively intimate context that users who resort to parenteral and pulmonary administration methods are not always willing to offer collectively, and this situation facilitated information to supplement already collected data through participant observation. For this purpose, a script was designed based on the data obtained through participant observation, in which narratives and representations related to pleasures and harms were explored, as well as self-care strategies among participants. During the interviews participants described pleasure as the benefits of drug abuse, the relationships that may be established, and the positive experiences in different contexts; harms, were identified as the dangers and adverse effects of drug consumption in certain situations;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>SAPS</th>
<th>COAF Baluard</th>
<th>”Zona Franca“ mobile unit</th>
<th>COAF Forum</th>
<th>Health and social center “El Local”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Barcelona City Center</td>
<td>Barcelona City Center</td>
<td>Barcelona Peripheral District</td>
<td>Barcelona Peripheral District</td>
<td>Suburbs, La Mina de Sant Adrià de Besós neighborhood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>Creu Roja</td>
<td>Agència de Salut Pública de Barcelona, Associació Benestar i Desenvolupament</td>
<td>Agència de Salut Pública de Barcelona, Associació Benestar i Desenvolupament</td>
<td>Parc Sanitari Mar</td>
<td>Ajuntament de Sant Adrià de Besós, Institut per a la Promoció Social i de la Salut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opening times (2015)</td>
<td>Monday to Thursday from 18:00 to 1:00, Friday from 13:00 to 20:00</td>
<td>Monday to Thursday from 18:00 to 22:00, Weekends from 8:00 to 19:00</td>
<td>Monday to Friday from 14:00 to 21:30</td>
<td>Monday to Sunday from 12:15 to 18:45</td>
<td>Monday to Friday from 11:00 to 19:00, Weekends from 11:00 to 15:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCR posts (2015)</td>
<td>2 (parental route administration)</td>
<td>5 (parental route administration), 6 (pulmonary route administration)</td>
<td>3 (parental route administration)</td>
<td>1 (parental route administration)</td>
<td>8 (parental route administration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facility areas and programs</td>
<td>NEP, Nursing, and “Drop-in”</td>
<td>NEP, MMP, Nursing, and “Drop-in”</td>
<td>NEP</td>
<td>NEP, MMP, Nursing, and “Drop-in”</td>
<td>NEP, Nursing, and “Drop-in”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of users (2015)</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>1,875</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>1,967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of consumptions in DCR (2015)</td>
<td>1,650</td>
<td>19,031</td>
<td>1,155</td>
<td>4,052</td>
<td>64,553</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own elaboration based on selected bibliographic references.\textsuperscript{[8,32]}

COAF = Center for Drug Abuse Attention and Follow-up; NEP = Needle-Exchange Program; MMT = Methadone Maintenance Treatment; SAPS = Health and Social Attention and Prevention Services.
RESULTS

Following the approach proposed and based on the “risk environments” framework, results are based on the description of the different consumption settings, as described above. Data analysis based on this approach allows us to intertwine three major dimensions regarding the relationship between consumption and setting, which structure the development of every section discussed below: the first dimension is focused on positive and pleasurable aspects of consumption in a given environment; a second dimension, on the contrary, involves negative aspects and the harms of consumption in such a space; and, a third dimension comprises the analysis of self-care strategies applied by users to manage risks in each one of these consumption settings.

Using drugs in public spaces

Drug consumption in public spaces represents a type of practice involving high health and social risk. They are places with precarious hygienic conditions, allowing users to hide in house porches, abandoned buildings, and green areas near drug dealing spots. These spaces are chosen by users who consider “using drugs on the streets is fabulous” as opposed to those that, on the contrary, see said practice as “dangerous,” thus opting for consumption in spaces considered to be safer, such as DCRs or homes. However, at times this possibility is not available, given that a lot of users are homeless or they cannot take drugs in DCRs, due to opening times (Table 1), or because they were kicked out from these facilities after serious violations of rules or causing episodes of violence toward other users or professionals. In these cases, users adopt safety measures to prevent consumption harms in public spaces.

“Using drugs on the streets is fabulous”

Users with severe consumption patterns are the ones that usually accomplish their...
practices in public spaces. In general, they are cocaine and heroin users who resort to parenteral routes administration and explain that consuming on the streets allows them to a more intense sensation in a relatively safe environment. These users go to places close to drug-dealing houses, such as porches, parks or other spaces where they can take shelter, for immediate consumption. They carry out ritualistic consumption practices with freedom only subject to their own decisions and the conditions available in the environments chosen by them. In these places, users turn up on their own or they are accompanied by other users to share money spent on substances, or they gang up with other groups in which they trust. As for cocaine users, they argue that, on the streets, their experience is quieter and it is a way to get more intense effects. On the streets drugs can be used with much more freedom and, when suffering paranoia, they report that consumption is less stressful than in a space enclosed by walls. Regarding heroin consumption, they argue that on the streets it is possible to experience pleasurable effects more intensely, avoiding impertinence and noises from people with whom they do not want to share their space.

Look, you see this? [pointing to a curb placed among some shrubs] I often come here. This place is OK to me. It’s far away and it’s quite clean. It’s you and your issues, it’s more peaceful while having your own trip (intoxication) and nobody talks to you, no noise... You are outdoors with nobody telling you what to do and you can have a good time. (Field Note, chatting with José María in a public space).

The advantage is... it’s a different way, because there [in the DCR] with shrieks and shouts you can’t feel at ease. On the streets you choose a corner, you’re aware of the people, but you feel more at ease. (Julián)

On the streets it’s quieter, you can use drugs wherever you want, you can hide... Well, you can be in a group and you can talk to more people, with 7 or 8 people... having a chat, feeling free and easy... Although the consumption room is open, you leave in a rush... if you have just got your dope [buy drugs], then as you’re next door, you take drugs next door... (Javier)

“Using drugs on the streets is dangerous”

Users that describe using drugs in public spaces as “dangerous” are the ones that have less severe consumption patterns than the ones that prefer to use drugs on the streets. Regarding parenteral cocaine administration, users report that when they suffer “paranoia” it is difficult to keep calm and bear such effects in an unprotected environment. Among parenteral heroin users, they are aware of the likelihood of suffering a fatal overdose and having difficulty in receiving attention to avoid death. In both cases, they report that precarious hygiene conditions in public spaces may lead to infection or reinfection of HIV and/or hepatitis B virus (HBV) or hepatitis C virus (HCV). Among drug users who resort to pulmonary routes administration, although these risks are not contemplated, they report that it is difficult to perform this type of consumption in adverse weather conditions (wind, rain, among others), and that is why many prefer to take drugs in homes or DCRs.

The problem is that people may see you; sometimes there are kids that can see you. Also people are very filthy because they leave needles scattered everywhere and you can get pricked with anything. You need to have an eagle eye. You also have to keep on dodging the cops. (Cris)

On the streets there is no advantage at all... You have the disadvantage of being interrupted, mainly when taking a horse [heroin]... Your ritual is interrupted, you have no peace, you are shooting yourself... Bang! The rubber [tourniquet], I need to hide; Bang! Somebody is coming... Pick up everything without dropping anything, Bang! It’s awful and the
cops can catch you red-handed. Furthermore, if you get an overdose and if your friend has no naloxone or there’s nobody around or whatever: you are finished. That’s dangerous. (Mick)

It’s very difficult to chase the dragon [smoke heroin] on the streets because you have to look for a place of bricks to get in. It is more difficult to smoke because it gets ruined, if you can’t find a closed place, you lose a lot. On the streets there’s no advantage. I don’t like to be seen either, giving a bad image of myself. No, I can’t see any advantage at all. (Kike)

Some guys came and I was opening a ball [dose] with a pocketknife. One guy asked for it... the fucking son of a bitch came face to face and told me, “Give me the ball, now!” and I told him, “Hey, dude, stop kidding me,” and another guy told me, “Listen, man, we’re serious...”. The motherfucker took my belt bag, the ball [dose], because he picked me up from the floor and started to shake me violently. (Field Note, chatting with Juanito in the “Drop-in” zone)

Users who do not take drugs on the streets highlight that in these spaces one runs the risk of being seen by neighbors and passersby, and having law enforcement problems when being stopped by the police. Furthermore, users that accomplish consumptions on their own report the risk of suffering aggressions or extortions by other users.

**Self-care strategies in public spaces**

In order to avoid negative social consequences, users often look for a quiet place to take drugs with company and far away from their neighbors and passersby looks. If they are approached by the police, they try to give reasonable explanations why they are using drugs in public spaces. If the police draw up a record and take their drug doses, users often allege that it is for self-consumption to avoid punishment, and if the police insist on finding out where they bought such substances, they give fake information as a bargaining chip to prevent confiscation and protect the drug dealer’s identity.

I always look for a quiet place. Normally with somebody else because cocaine invites you to be with company, if you’re alone you get upset. It’s nice to be with somebody and talk with people and feel at east, with your paranoia and your coke high. (Jonatán)

I get a shot in a park where nobody’s around. The only danger is the police and if they turn up, I tell them, “Listen, I’m hooked on drugs and I’m getting a shot and I won’t throw the needle, and if you take it away from me, I’ll behave like a cold turkey [withdrawal syndrome], and I’ll have to go stealing and you’ll have harder work to do.” If you speak wisely to the police, they behave well. Maybe there are some exceptions, but if you explain things clearly, it’s OK. (Miguel)

I’m just careful and play safe. If I wanted to have a nosedive, I’d do it right away; I don’t want to do a vault of death either... I just take enough without getting too bad... I try to do things well. I used to be more complicated, stealing, day after day; now I just get enough to avoid getting ruined. (Field Note, Cristian chatting with an outreach educator in a public space).

In these spaces a number of self-care measures are adopted to reduce harms, given the impossibility of going to safer spaces. As regards prevention of infectious diseases, users try to make sure they have sterile material for preparation and drug abuse through parenteral routes administration. However, this is not always the case, and risk practices are also detected such as sharing needles and other paraphernalia for the preparation of the syringe among users. Regarding overdose episodes, users handle drug abuse by avoiding substances in quantities that cannot be tolerated and that may lead to an overdose or...
other adverse effects. On few occasions users informed that they take naloxone kits to be ready to act in case of heroin overdose; however, they often take mobile phones to call emergency services or they take heroin in nearby recreational areas where they can alert passersby or which are close to a DCR so they can resort to professionals. Among drug users who resort to pulmonary routes administration, in order to fight adverse weather conditions, they carry out their practices in sheltered places, such as inside vehicles or awnings.

**Using drugs in homes**

This type of consumption is carried out in private homes, squat houses, and flat floors where drugs are sold. In each of these spaces there are different features regarding consumption organization. Private homes are not so often attended by users given the very low percentage of individuals who live in these types of houses. In these cases, the consumption of these users is moderate, either on their own or in small groups, who describe these spaces as safe and intimate. Squat houses are more or less organized spaces attended by larger groups of drug users. In relation to floors where drugs are sold, there are differences in the types of dwellings among the different neighborhoods studied. In the city centre of Barcelona, there are floors with poor housing conditions exclusively organized for drug dealing and consumption, where small groups of users gather. In the suburbs or outlying neighborhoods, there are homes where spaces for domestic life are separated from spaces for drug dealing. In these types of houses, trusty users are only allowed for consumption, with no concentration of large groups. In general, users regard using drugs in houses as being “quieter” than consuming on the streets or in a DCR. On the contrary, other users report having experienced “troublesome” situations, which is why they look for safer spaces and, when need be, they adopt harm reduction measures.

**“It is quiet to use drugs in homes”**

Drug consumption in homes facilitates peaceful preparation and consumption, without being disturbed by other users and without having to obey DCR drug use rules. When compared to consumption in public spaces, drug users report that consuming in homes is a good way to avoid being seen by neighbors and the police, with no interruptions, without receiving recriminations, while being able to experience desired effects without setbacks. In general, users that take drugs in homes are those that have a severe level of consumption, mainly those who live in squat houses, or those that often take drugs in public spaces but attend drug-dealing houses, where consumption is allowed, located in neighborhoods with tight police control. In these spaces it is possible to use drugs secretly and to enjoy the effects of substances in small groups.

*Personally, where I get my dope [buy drugs], many times they let me smoke it right away [heroin though pulmonary route]. That way I don’t have to do it in the stairs of blocks and be seen by kids or quarrel with the Gypsies for being hanging around the porch. (Field Note, chatting with José in the Needle-Exchange Program).*

*The first night I arrived here, in Barcelona, a cab driver took me right away to a floor where drugs are sold and can be smoked and be shot. They have those yellow boxes to collect spikes [needles]. And they’re still there, I met them just a few days after I arrived... I go, buy, and smoke. (Kike)*

*When I lived with my girlfriend, we were in a room and we both took drugs there. To me, the advantage is that you don’t have the paranoia about people, being stared by them, looking at you, etc. You’re at home and you feel at ease, without that paranoia, obsession. Personally, for example, when I snort, I feel they look at me, they laugh at me. Cocaine is total paranoia. (Jonatan)*
In the city of Barcelona there is only one DCR for pulmonary administration of drugs, which is not open 24 hours. Therefore, when they are closed or users buy substances in neighborhoods lacking these spaces, they must look for alternatives, like looking for homes for consumption. Furthermore, consumption in these spaces is a good way of avoiding adverse weather conditions and trouble with the police and passersby.

**“It is troublesome to use drugs in homes”**

There are health and social adverse consequences regarding drug consumption in homes. Heroin users resorting to parenteral routes administration report that in these spaces there is a risk of suffering an overdose, with no proper means to revert such an episode, especially if consumption is on your own or with individuals with little capacity for attention. When it comes to cocaine users, resorting to both pulmonary and parenteral routes administration, they report that there is a risk of suffering serious hallucinations and anxiety that are hard to be alleviated in these types of environments.

In a home you also lock yourself up in a room and they find you there, just dead. There must always be a person just near you, but a person with some knowledge, not a junkie... A junkie will steal all your stuff from you if you get an overdose, and you’ll have to invite them to join in or something because a junkie won’t be by your side just looking at you while you’re consuming drugs. (Esmeralda)

Users describe a number of issues depending on the type of home. In private homes shared with relatives or flat mates that are not drugs users, they report that being seen while consuming can cause cohabitation issues. In squat houses, similar situations take place, mainly when common spaces are not respected or consumption is carried out without observing any safety and hygiene measures. In drug-dealing floors, places where individuals stay for a short time, the biggest problem is when there are quarrels among users and dealers, or when police raids with multiple detentions occur.

**Self-care strategies in homes**

When decision is made to use drugs in a home, even knowing that there is a risk of suffering a heroin overdose or an adverse reaction to cocaine, all the participants describe a number of protection measures similar to the ones taken when consumption occurs on the streets. In general, they try to buy hygienic consumption material before getting or consuming drugs, and their space is organized with certain hygiene measures (having containers for disposing used needles disposal). To be on the safe side, they take drugs with the company of trusty people and they take mobile phones to be able to contact emergency services in case of an overdose. As for users living in private flats and squat houses, they try to use drugs during hours with no relatives and mates around that can reproach them for these types of practices, thus avoiding being seen and generating cohabitation uneasiness.

I come here [SCH for pulmonary drug administration] because I used to live in a house with several Pakistanis and smoking wasn’t allowed... One day a guy saw what I was doing and didn’t approve, and told me that he didn’t want me in the house. Eventually I left that house and for a week I lived on the streets until I found a room. I paid 250 to 300 Euros, because of him, but now I can smoke because I’m all alone in a room only for me. (Field Note, chatting with Ahmed in the DCR).

My family knows that I take drugs, but they’ve never seen me, they’re suspicious, but I think that they’ve never seen me. I have taken drugs other times in the dining room, but because I was just frantic... Normally, I’ve preferred to go out and shoot myself on the streets and got home again. (Miguel)
I don’t use drugs as I used to, I give myself a little treat, but I don’t like to do it here [DCR]. I don’t like drug consumption rooms because the other guys always want some of your drugs and it’s overwhelming. I do it at home. I always add number 112 [emergency telephone number] on my cell phone, just in case. Hey, man, I don’t want to die. (Field Note, chatting with Manolito in a public space).

My wife believes that I no longer use drugs... She knows that I was hooked on drugs... When I’m at home instead of chasing the dragon [smoke heroin], I go to the washbasin and I prepare a line... I do it behind her back. (Field Note, chatting with Said in the DCR).

I bring two boxes with spikes [containers with used needles]... We need two more containers and take some spikes [needles] with us, waters [double distilled water]... Now I’m living with some friends in a squat [house], we want everything to be collected. (Field Note, Marcelo chatting with a social educator in the needle-exchange program)

Using drugs in drug consumption rooms

DCRs are spaces to take drugs in a hygienic and safe way under the supervision of professionals. Users who go to a DCR report that “using drugs in drug consumption rooms is safe,” while users who do not opt for these spaces report that consumption is “annoying.” In these cases, they take measures so that going to DCRs becomes an advantageous experience.

“Using drugs in a drug consumption room is safe”

DCR users are often abusers resorting to parenteral routes administration, whose physical looks are deteriorated and who find it difficult to accomplish consumption practices in a satisfactory way in other spaces. These users report that in a DCR an overdose risk is lower and, if suffering an overdose, there are professionals that will supervise and give you assistance to prevent fatal cases. They have hygienic material for free and professionals help to accomplish consumption practices with less harm (search for shooting zones, vein canalization, among others). Among users who resort to pulmonary drug administration, they affirm that in a DCR they can use drugs in a satisfactory and quiet way, while having specific material for this practice. In all cases, users report that in a DCR they have spaces to rest after consumption and it is possible to ask for sanitary, social, and legal aid. They consider that when consuming drugs in a quiet and safe space, you can get optimal conditions to be able to enjoy the desired effects.

I think consuming drugs on the streets is a bad example, I think it’s bad because a child may see you, anyone can see it, everyone can see you. Consuming in this room [DCR] is quite well. I prefer these rooms. In addition, it’s more hygienic, nobody bothers you and “that’s it.” You’re not out there lying on the floor, looking like a strange creature. (Vanessa)

I come to this room [DCR] for its medical attendance. It makes users feel safe, it’s a way to do it under control, and a way to make sure it’s less bad within healthy standards. Here [DCR] you’re protected by very special people, you know? They take care of us. Anything can happen to us... (Berta)

Coming here your health gets better, you save money, and you gain tranquility... Money because you already have insulin, spikes [needles], your rubber, your water, all you need for cleaning yourself... You’re protected, the police know that we’re taking drugs here, but they can’t come in. They have respect for the place. (Miguel)

For safety, for tranquility... not safety in terms of overdose, but safety in terms of police. If you’re here, you shouldn’t be
afraid that there’ll be a police raid, or the like. It’s a place where you smoke [pulmonary drug administration] without worries. (Kike)

When going to DCRs, users prevent social consumption risks in public spaces or homes. Users avoid cohabitation problems with mates or being seen by the police, avoiding fines or other problems related to public policy interests.

“Using drugs in drug consumption rooms is annoying”

Users that do not opt for DCRs insist that attending these spaces is annoying due to various reasons. The main limitation has to do with DCR rules. For instance, in most DCRs there is a time limit for preparation and consumption (30 minutes for parenteral route administration and 45 for pulmonary route administration), and after the permitted time for consumption users are not allowed to take drugs again until a 30 minutes’ interval has elapsed. To many users these regulations discourage consumption in DCRs, preferring other places. Other users report that, sometimes, there are problems when it comes to interacting with the professionals, in terms of strict fulfillment of the rules or extreme supervision, which makes it impossible to enjoy consumption according to users’ expectations. Some users report that professionals are constantly reproaching them for practices and behaviors experienced under the effects of substances. Among cocaine users the most common argument is that, inside a DCR, the effects of this substance are experienced in a negative way, feeling uncomfortable with themselves and toward other users and professionals.

The professionals are there to help you; otherwise, I wouldn’t come. What happens is that when there is a queue, you go nuts... You have to wait, wait for one guy to prepare, for the other to do another thing. You can’t fully trust in others, if you go half and a half, the other fills up his own very well and gives you the worst. (Ramón)

Drug rooms [DCR] here in Barcelona are made for people that take heroin. You can’t mix cocaine users with heroin guys... Coke effects will be different from heroin. You relax with heroin and cocaine is paranoia and some want to do scratch themselves, to stare, and you sit down and get high, and they begin “Come one, come here, get up,” “Come here, clear the table,” and another one may ask you for some... When that happens, you can’t feel at ease when you get high. (Edgar)

The disadvantage is people start pestering you, they don’t even know you or anything, they are all the time, “Hey, Mick... give me one,” “Sorry, dude, neither one nor two,” it’s a bit upsetting depending on who’s around. You have the “scrounger” and before arriving they go “Hey, dude, please, I don’t know, this and that,” “Hey, listen...” And the thing is that you gave them some one day and the next you ask them for a little and they say, “No, no, I have a half,” “But, I’m only asking for 0.2 [milliliters]...”, it’s a mess. (Mick)

Furthermore, when going to a DCR, there is a risk of getting into trouble with other users in various situations, such as receiving harassments and requests for an invitation, having discrepancies in dose partition when the costs have been shared, as well as being in an environment with noise and altercations. Another reason for not going to DCRs has to do with police routine controls in neighborhoods near these facilities. Users report that these types of practices suppose an access barrier, for fear of being identified or arrested if they have a search warrant and arrest order.

Self-care strategies in drug consumption rooms

As a result of different “annoying” situations, users take a number of measures when going
to a DCR. In order to avoid crowds and waiting times, users attend harm reduction centers that are less busy, with a few consumption posts (Table 1), where it is possible to take drugs more peacefully, without crowds and with easy-to-make appointments to use the DCR. In order to avoid misunderstandings in the purchase of substances or to avoid requests for invitations from other users, efforts are made to apply strategies to drive improper users away, such as never offering drugs, never lending money or never sharing the costs to buy substances with people that are unreliable.

*I freak out with people... They come here to ask for money, drugs or anything. I never invite or hang around with anyone. One day you invite them and then you don’t have any and maybe they take some but they just ignore you. Go get a life and leave me alone.* (Field Note, chatting with Paulus at the entrance of the DCR)

*I prefer to take drugs here [CDAF Forum] because it is cozier. Also we go to the Mine [DCR] but it’s a mess there. There are only eight posts and a lot of people. One day a ball [dose] disappeared and the guy [professional] from there closed the center and said that nobody would leave until the ball appeared... After 30 minutes nothing changed. Surely someone had already used it. There is no respect for anyone. Those things don’t happen here... The room is for one person and you have a nurse next to you... Nothing bad can happen and there is no pain.* (Field Note, chatting with Miguel in the DCR).

As for negative experiences related to drug effects, mainly cocaine users, the aim is to preserve tranquility inside DCR spaces, to stay there the minimum amount of time to later move to quieter, larger spaces, with fewer stimuli than those inside the facility, to experience the effects of this substance more intensely.

**DISCUSSION**

Despite the implementation of programs and interventions for harm reduction, drug users still keep having risk practices with adverse consequences for health, suffering discrimination and stigmatization within the framework of prohibitionist policies. This article expands knowledge about practices and narratives of users that use drugs in public spaces, homes and DCRs, which reveals elements to promote community actions on harm reduction. Apart from delving into the adverse consequences of drug abuse in different “risk environments” and in self-care strategies that are adopted in each case, by adding the notion of “pleasure” we are given information about what attracts users to use certain harm reduction programs and what innovations can be made to give better responses to users’ health and social needs. Below, a discussion is presented about pleasures and harms in the different consumption spaces under review and, in each case, proposals are made for a most effective intervention.

In public spaces the presence of individuals with lifestyles characterized by severe consumption patterns, with serious health and social problems is detected.\(^{14,19}\) Although it is considered a “risk environment,” users keep on searching for their wellbeing through everyday rituals of drug abuse. Following Duff,\(^{22}\) pleasures on the streets happen in situations in which it is possible to prepare and use drugs in an environment that proves attractive. To this end, users look for hidden places where they can act with freedom, without being supervised and/or controlled, and where they can feel the effects of substances more intensely. This setting shapes the experience of drug users, who carry out accepted practices among peers that look for quiet and untroubled consumption, which is not possible in other places.\(^{19}\) In that way, drug consumption in places without being reprimanded and where they can have an intense sensorial experience of drug effects is definitively praised by users. These are key aspects in order to optimize the design and
the rules applied by DCRs or other harm reduction programs.\textsuperscript{(14,41)}

However, consumption in public spaces carries a high risk of transmission of blood borne diseases (HIV and hepatitis B virus and hepatitis C virus), and suffering an overdose or adverse reactions related to drug abuse. These places are far away from those attended by users of more visible drugs, who administer drugs through parenteral or pulmonary routes, considered to be stigmatizing practices, which are the “scapegoat” of those that opt for standard consumption practices, and who describe users that take drugs on the streets as troublesome and difficult to control.\textsuperscript{(42)} Consequently, users take drugs in hidden and unhealthy places, where they accomplish risk practices and suffer health harms, as noted above.\textsuperscript{(19)} Therefore, it is necessary to strengthen and diversify needle-exchange programs to reduce reusing practices of used consumption material and to promote larger dissemination of preventive messages in connection with hygienic and safe consumption through workshops on overdose prevention and attention, as noted in previous publications.\textsuperscript{(1,14,15,19,43)} Furthermore, if important changes are not introduced in present-day drug policies, it will be necessary to take actions to reduce vulnerability among individuals that use drugs in public spaces. A fundamental change would be a political reform to clear the way toward decriminalization, as has been the case in Portugal since 2001, which may favor a more pragmatic and humanitarian intervention scheme regarding drug users.\textsuperscript{(44)} An urgent need is police participation in the development of a propitious social environment for harm reduction, as recommended in other publications.\textsuperscript{(17,45,46)}

Homes are considered peaceful and intimate spaces, where it is possible to obtain pleasurable experiences. Users narrate various pleasures that vary according to lifestyles\textsuperscript{(14)} and different types of homes available for consumption. More or less organized domestic consumption spaces are detected, where cautious and safe consumption is possible, such as family dwellings and some drug dealing floors where trusty users are allowed to take drugs. People with less severe consumption patterns and that have less serious physical and cognitive deterioration attend these places as opposed to users that attend DCRs, they take drugs in public spaces or less organized homes. They do not need supervision during consumption and they try to hide signs revealing their abuser profiles.\textsuperscript{(14,19)} There, they experience the desired effects, with the possibility of consuming in peace, establishing good relationships among users. On drug floors managed by dealers, who are marginalized drug users, and in not much organized squat houses, many times with an abandoned aspect, users with more severe consumption patterns and with worse health and social conditions turn up as opposed to the previously described spaces. However, grotesque practices in these environments do not escape the logic of pleasure.\textsuperscript{(47)} In these types of houses it is easy to buy drugs and it is possible to have collective experiences and to get more intense consumption effects, apart from avoiding insults in public spaces and adverse weather conditions. Furthermore, it is considered an alternative to DCRs, where they feel controlled and where pleasurable experiences are not guaranteed. In addition, they are not reluctant to take harm reduction measures either, by getting clean needles and containers to discard used material.

The greatest health problem related to drug consumption in homes has to do with opioid overdoses. As evidenced in a report on drug abuse in the city of Barcelona, 73\% of overdose-related deaths happen in homes and 75\% are due to heroin consumption, which shows a growing prevalence of these two substances,\textsuperscript{(48)} although over the last years there has been a decrease in deaths related to opioid overdose, which coincides with a larger coverage of overdose prevention workshops among users.\textsuperscript{(49)} Therefore, in order to maintain and decrease fatal overdoses it is necessary to continue reinforcing these types of workshops.\textsuperscript{(43)} Moreover, to increase coverage, interventions are recommended based on education among peers as well as the realization of workshops on safe and hygienic consumption in squat houses.
or other possible spaces, with access through users taken from harm reduction services,\(^{30,51}\) which should be able to act as health agents and to contribute greater credibility in preventive messages.

DCRs are attended by drug users with severe consumption patterns that present physical and cognitive deterioration, and that resort to harm reduction strategies for self-care.\(^{2,14}\) Users with stronger adhesion are those that respond positively to the objectives of these facilities, that conceive DCRs as spaces for hygienic and safe consumption, a place where they can meet their health and social needs, and avoid social dangers involved in consumption in public spaces and homes, like violence among users and police surveillance, as explained in other studies based on users’ experiences.\(^{41,52,53}\) But the bond does not occur under the instinct of embracing the DCR’s objectives and pursuing drug abuse harm reduction. Users attend those DCRs where it is possible to obtain the desired consumption effects, offering a quiet and reassurance environment on the part of the professionals. In said situations, users express that they do not feel stigmatized, creating a strong bond and engagement with these facilities, as concluded in one study conducted in a DCR in Germany.\(^{41}\) Therefore, in DCRs it is possible to use drugs in hygienic and safe conditions, and to experience pleasures that encourage to avoid risk environments, and these arguments are significant to continue protecting these facilities as spaces to reduce harms and to mitigate vulnerability among drug users.

On the contrary, users narrate negative experiences in DCRs where it is not possible to enjoy the effects of substances and they have difficulty feeling recognized or free, to name but a few aspects, which amount to access barriers in connection with these facilities. It is evidenced that a lot of users prefer to take drugs on the streets or other spaces to avoid waiting times, mainly in busy DCRs, as well as having to obey prevailing drug use rules, as detected in studies conducted in DCRs in Canada.\(^{45,52,53}\) In order to improve this aspect, more flexible drug use rules in DCR are advisable, so decision making in consumption practices as well as the idiosyncrasies regarding the diversity of users are respected.\(^{8,12,14,53}\) Another detected barrier is that DCRs are not sufficiently adapted for cocaine users, since many report that they are annoying places to have an enjoyable consumption experience and, as a consequence, they prefer to use drugs in public spaces or other places. This aspect shows the need to design DCRs for cocaine consumption with a wider perspective, functionality and free of elements that alter users’ perception, as recommended in previous research studies.\(^{27,54,55}\)

In turn, in the city of Barcelona, there is only one space to administer drugs through pulmonary routes, which implies a limitation for those users that buy drugs in neighborhoods that do not have DCRs adapted to this type of consumption; therefore, it is advisable to open more spaces for pulmonary consumption, as recommended in previous works.\(^{8,54,56}\)

This study faced several limitations that should be considered. One of them was the impossibility of accomplishing observations in homes, from which data could have been collected to delve into drug users’ experiences in these spaces. This limitation was partially overcome by the realization of semi-structured interviews in which users were asked questions on this aspect. However, it is recommended to conduct ethnographic research studies on consumption in homes in order to reflect on the design of strategies for the approach of harm reduction programs in these spaces. Furthermore, some flaws were detected in the design and rules applied by DCRs, which are considered access barriers when it comes to these facilities, whose analysis was insufficient, thus investigation in oncoming works is required. Despite these slants, this research has clarified the necessary elements for orientating policies of risk and harm reduction regarding drug consumption.

In conclusion, the comparison of practices and narratives of users that take drugs in public spaces, homes and DCRs provides information about pleasures and harms that they
experience and about self-care strategies that they use in different consumption spaces. By focusing on the harms suffered by users and how they self-regulate their consumption practices in the different “risk environments,” we were able to learn about the impact of harm reduction programs and to reflect about how to strengthen promotional health strategies. But, by adding the notion of “pleasure” we have delved into positive consumption experiences in different places and what attracts drug users to rely on certain harm reduction programs. These aspects should be taken into account to design plans and to promote innovative community actions at a micro level to deal with harm and risk reduction that should be better tailored to users’ health and social needs.
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